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CHAPTER I
PURPOSE AND OVERVIEW
In an effort to prevent serious psychologi9al damage
to

~ndividuals

p~ofessionals

and families due to illness or disability,
in the health field have studied every aspect

of one's health.

From the "traumatic violence" of birth

to the painful complexities of death and
emotional health of human
recorded and analyzed.
volumino~s

~eings

dyi~g,

the

has been observed,

Despite the breadth of this

research, one area of interest merits more

thorough study and evaluation.

In order to

m~re

f~lly

understand the intricacies of health and illness we need
to know more about the effect one seriously ill child has
upon the emotional health of his or her siblings.
This study was conducted to gather, more information
about this important area of human experience.

The focus

was specifically aimed at the interaction between the
parents bf a sick child and his or her
study addressed the

follo~ing

s~blings.

The

question, in particular:

Do tpe ways in which parents cope with a.seriously ill
child make a difference in the way siblings view the
closeness in the family or their own self-concept?
From an increased awareness of the dynamics
involved in serious childhood illness professionals

~n

2

the health field can gain the necessary information to
provide more comprehensive programs of assistance and to
develop

mor~

effective methods of intervention.

Among

the potential benefits available to the families of the
sick children are: improved child management and family
interaction and the development of more adaptive coping
sk.ills.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

One of the most immediate and obvious facts to be
revealed by a review of the 11terature is the recent, and
as yet, still tentative nature of the approach to the
issues surrounding death and dying.

In the past our

culture's avoidant attitudes toward the subject inhibited
scientific investigations and produced an aura of silence
around one of life's most

~ertain

experiences.

With the

advent of Elizabeth Kubler-Ross' historic work entitled
"On Death and Dying" the topic was opened up for general
discussion and scientific study alike.

The last ten

years have yielded. many advances in understanding the
complexities of death and dying.

Numerous articles and

books can be found on the subject, yet much remains to be
learned about a sibling's reactions to childhood death. :
The following review is a synopsis of the current· literature
concerning not only the particular issue of sibling
reactions, but also

of

family adjustment and coping in

the face of life-thretening illness.
Goldberg ( 1973). believes that there are consequent
reactions of the family as a unit to the actual or
anticipated loss of one of its members. ·l

There are specific

family readjustment tasks which are distinct from what we

4

recognize as individual mourning tasks.

To understand

·human behavior in relation to life-threatening situations
both individual and familial tasks need to be taken into
consideration.
According to Goldberg the basis of family crisis is
that "the situation cannot be easily

handl~d

by the family's

·commonly used problemsolving mechanisms, but forces the
employment of novel patter.ns."

These are necessari'ly within

the range of the family's capacities, but may be patterns
never called into operation in the past.

How~ver,.not.

every stress becomes a crisis and Goldberg lists three
variables which determine whether

a

stress event results

in a crisis for the family.
1.) the hardships of· the situation or event
itself.
2.) The· resources of the family: its role
structure, flexibility and previous history
with crisis.
3.) the definition·the

f~mily

makes of the

event: that is whether the members treat the
event as if it were or were not a threat to
their. status, goals and
There are two

characte~istics

obj~ctives. 2

of death as a stres$ event

which make it readily convertible into a crisis situation:
1) the stark finality of the situation

irretrievable loss

5

of a human being, ·and 2) death is not a frequent occurrence.

.

it is a·novel situation because there is often little prior
experience.
If this kind of crisis does exist for a family,

certain tasks are part of. the anticipatory or actual
coping mechanisms required.of a family according to
/

Goldberg.

The ·first task ceriters around role.

zat~on which is differe~t ~rom role change.

it is a matter of who will

ful~ill

reorgan~-

In this.caae,

the specified.respon-

sibil~ties pre.viously m~t by the ill member of ·the family.

This task must be considered·even during the period of
illness as the individual.relinquishes those
he or she can no longer

mee~.

The second task for the

family in crisis is to increase solidarity.

Some families

are. more. successful than.. others at .increasing
in times of troubie.

D~pending

responsibiliti~s

sol~d'arity

upon the coping. mechanisms

of the family ·and the .·ability of th.e family to manage ·
stress, the family. may become more unified during a crisis
or they may .become
another.

~or~

polarized and remote from one

The ~hird task for the family is object

replacement •. As the ill individual becomes more
·incapacit~ted

and withdrawn the family must replace its

investment in that person.

Goldberg believes parents

often deal with the loss of a child by investing additional
emotional energy in·the remaining children.

Later in this

6
1
1•

review the ramifications of such a situation will be
addressed.
The tasks mentioned

abov~.

are accomplished by three

·specific steps: 1) the family must prepare to relinquish
the memory of the.deceased as a force in family activities,
2) the

fami~y

must realign the intrafamilial

role~,

filling the vacant ones, and 3) the family must realign
the extrafamilial ·roles, including clubs, churches and
. 1 groups. 3
socia

These may or may not be· accomplished by

conscious efforts on the part of the family, but in

~ither.

case the effects can be most important for the family.
Kaplan, et al, in his study of predicting the impact
of severe illness in families, established criteria for
4
rating family coping responses.
This ~ating system was
based upon: 1) the ability of the parents to comprehend
the natur.e of the disease, 2) the ability of the parents
to conununicate the seriousness of the illness to all
members of the inunediate family, including the

patien~

and

to relatives.and friends, as well, and· 3) the ability of
the parents to respond to the diagnosis with appropriate
feelings of grief and sadness without·~~hibiti~g the
expression of these feelings in themselves or in any family
member.

In Kaplan's study family responses were.considered

adaptive only if they met all three of these criteria.
Findings indicated that only 10% (or four of the forty

7

families surveyed)- made an early adaptive response to
the diagnosis of leukemia in one of their children.

It was

found that substantial differences occurred in the impact
of the

~llness

on the survey families in accord with the

effectiveness of their initial coping response to the
diagnosis.

Most families in the study were given poor

stress outcome ratings because the data indicated they were
still overwhelmed by the
postmortem,

~ituation

Only 14% came

thro~gh

even three months
the experience without

suffering serious damage _to effective
~

Kaplan makes

fami~y

strong case for extending clinical

concern to include families for two reasons:
the

u~ique

functioning.

because of

role the family plays in mediating stress for

all its members and because severe illness often has
harmful effects on those members who do not suffer from
the disease itself~

5

Not only does Kaplan recommend

clinical services be extended to families, but he is
convinced the optimal period for intervention is

dur~ng

the early acute stage of the crisis, immediately following
the confirmation of the diagnosis.

It is ·at this time

the family.is making those decisions associated with
maladaptive coping and poor stress outcome.
ingredient of mastery over stress in

thes~

Ari essential
£amilies is

that both parents respond realistically to their

ne~

situation with its burdensome demands, sacrifices and

.. ___ t ... _ __

8

often gloomy prognosis.

Early intervention by medical

staff and therapists 9an assist. families in a constructive
and realistic approach to their problems.
Confirming the need·for immediate intervention

1"

with families of seriously ill children, Binger (1969)
sites his study of the emotional impact of childhood
leukemia on the patient and his family.·

He found that

parents did not feel the actual death of their child was
the most vividly remembered event.

By the time death

occurred they had become somewhat prepared for this to
happen.

Instead, they most vividly remembered being

told the.diagnosis and the grief that it initiated.
Death, or the threat of

de~th,

calls forth many

emotions including loss, guilt, anger,_a sense of
relief, anxiety, a feeling of
and fear.
part _of

helplessn~ss,

hostility

Some individuals may experience all or only
emotions.

th~se

Binger, et al, found that from

the initial diagnosis through the illness of the child
and his subsequent death, parents manifested .all aspects
of anticipatory, ·as well as subsequent, grief reactions. 6
Included in these were

intellectual~zatio~,

irrit~bility,

depression, somatization, denial and frenzied activity.
Many factors

e~fect

the way in which individual parents

. react to the stress of having a child with a life-threatening illness.

Some parents are overwhelmed by feelings

!.
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of guilt and inadequacy at producing an impe·rfect child,
for example.

Even strong fears of a breakdown may persist

as the mother or father feels less confident in the role
of parent, less able to contain
children at home.

~nd

control the well

Because these feelings may be so

overwhelming parents in some families may become caught
up in what Turk (1964) called a "web of silence". 7
fear of

lo~ing

For

control altogether they prefer not to

speak of the illness ~nle~s for~ed to do so.
Gyulay

(~975)

found that this "web of silence"

was det~imental ·t~ the family· as a whole. 8 ·She emphasizes
the need for parents to encourage openness and allow
participation and questions about the illness from all
fam~ly

members.

The family's ability to cope.and the

sibs' comprehension of the situation depends upon this
important ability in the parents.

She also advises total

. family conferences.with the medical staff treating the
sick child.

In these sessions the family as a whole

should have an opportunity to discuss.any desires, fears
and questions-at times of diagnosis, remission,
exacerbation, terminal event .and postdeath.

She laments

that this sort of arrangement is all too rare in medical
set tings today. The impact of changes in family structure

duri~g
i

periods of.life-threatening illness, when families antic-

10

ipate the death of one of their members, can rebound in

complicated ways. upon siblings.
of the

fami~y

dynamics ·the well children may be effected

greatly by their
behaviors.

Through the realignment

~arents'

new and often confusing

In fact, Nagera (1970) believes that sibs

are influenced far more by the actions of their parents
during these stressful periods than by the condition of
their ill sibs. 9 One example she gives is the readjustment
necessary when each.parent has had. a child to care for
and nurture.

If one of these children's lives is

threatened the well child may become caught up .in the
parents' struggle for possession of him.
Goldberg cites the practice of "scapegoating" as
10
another hazard. of the family under stress.
He believes
parents often feel guilty for any or all of the following
reasons: 1) ambivalent relationship with the ill child,
2) previous desire for him to die, 3) feelings of anger
at the dying child for

le~ving,

had been given of oneself.

or 4) a wish that more

The parent can unknowingly

transfer these feelings to a well

chi~d

in the family. ·

According to Goldberg .scapegoating serves to relieve and
prevent parents from facing guilt.

It may take the form

of parents finding fault continually, being annoyed at
the well child or actively blaming him for the·condftion
of his sick brother or sister.

:J.l

Another conunon coping mechanism Binger found in
families of .leukemic children was the way in which fathers
often absent themselves from the painful involvement
with their troubled families. l'l
load or'the need for a

~reak

Pleading a he.avy work

from it all, fathers find it

easier to avoid the increasing problems encountered by a
family in crisis than· do the mothers.· Because traditionally
the mother's role has been one of nurturing and because in·
the past she has usually been freer of breadwinning
responsibilities she has been more ·actively involved ·in
the hospital treatment regimen and care at home.
which may lead to greater and greater

All of

polarizat~on

of the

parents at a time when their unification and solidarity
are of utmost importance to the family.
Kaplan states that· in families.experiencing adjustment problems to the life-threatening crisis one of the
most common causes is· that .one pa~ent has acce'pted the
diagnosis and prognosis while t~e other parent denies
them. 12 The parent who accept·s the .diagnos·is and the
reality of a life in danger must cope with feelings of
grief.

When he or she turns for solace to the marriage

partner he or she is rebuffed.

.

.

The partner neither wants·

to hear nor believe what is being said.

While marital

problems are often reported in famiiies without lifethreatening crises, these same sorts of problems are

12

ag-gravated in families with an ill member.

The divergernt

reactions of the ·spouses to.the illness ·are frequently the
cause.
While the

pa~ents

are grappling with these new and

confusing adjustments to ·each other and to the situation
they are also experiencing various degrees of personal
grief at the prospect of losing a child.
that the grief-work

ne~essary

Goldberg states

fqr successful adaptation

to the life-threatening or death situation consists of three
13
phases.
First, the individual must become emancipated
from the bondage to the ill or.dead person.

Second, he

must make preparation or readjust to the environment in
which the ·individual is

missi~g.

Third, he must form new

relationships to replace the old ones.

These phases are-

accomplished through two major steps: introjection and
loosening of ties to the lost object.
Anticipatory mourning and grief work of this nature
often makes

parent~

feel depressed and they

~ind,

to their

distress, a lack or warmth and an irritability towards
everybody including their children.

Burton has found that

parents may be so overwhelmed by the

d~mands.made

by the

illness that they resent demands for attention from the
.
14
.
well sibs.
Gyulay noted some ~arents were especially
resentful of the well sibs' physical complaints or minor
1·11 nesses.

15

She reports remarks such as, "He just had

13

another headache and moped .around to get attention while
his sister was dying."

Some parents felt guilty oyer this

resentment and anger, while o,thers maintained their
feelings were justified under the circumstances.
Bowlby, in his lecture on childhood mourning and
its implic'ations for psychiatry, states that anger is an
immediate, common and perhaps invariable respo.nse to loss ..

16

According to Kubler-Ross, anger is an .essential phase in
grief-work, usually displacing the denial that immediately
sets in.after .the diagnosis.

17

In fact, Bowlby believes

that one of.the distinquishing features between normal
and pathological mourning is the inability to express overtly
the anger one feels over a personal loss of this magnitude.
Instead of accepting this anger as normal and necessary to
successful adjustment many parents .try to conceal it or
mis~lace

it.

Hos~ital

staff and doctors often receive this

displaced anger as the parents
the well child at home
st~tes

i~

strugg~e

with their grief, but.

particularly vulnerable.

Burton

that depending upon the child's particular personality

and the meaning he has for the parents he may be the
~ecipient

of their initial anger and frustration.·

As was pointed out earlier, children are usually far
more influenced by the behavior of their· parents than by the
condition of their sick sibs.

If the messages well children

are receiving from their parents are confusing and erratic
they tend to behave in confusing and erratic patterns also.

V'

14

To a degree, however, their behavior during these periods of

crisis depends upon their understanding and comprehension of
death.

There is some disagreement in the literature as to the

age at which children are ·able to fully comprehend the concept
of death, grasping as well the idea of its finality.

Wolf

(1958) believes· that something similar to the adult comprehension
of death is not observed· in children before the age of ten or

el~ven.

18

Furman (1964), on the other hand, holds the opinion

that a two to three year old is capable of mastering the
meaning of death and that a three to four year old has the
capaci' t y to

mour~.

19

The issue of mourning is a controversial ·one in the
area of childhood reactions and grief.

While Furman believes

the ve.ry young can experience true mourning, Wolf stein contends
mourning in the Freudian sense can not be experienced until
20
much later.
She believes even in adolescence mourni~g is a
trial period and until one has experienced this period
mouri:iing ·.in an Gidul t sense has not taken place.

"Mourning as

defined by Freud and as observed in the adult is not possible
until the qetachment from parental· figures has taken place in
adolescence", .states Wolfstein.
Whether or not a child is actually mourning in the adult
sense of the word, the death of a close relative is not only
. a traumatic eve·nt, but is a development interference as well.
For the adult who is working through the adaptation ·to a
threatened loss everything else is temporarily suspended until

15

the mourning process is completed.

.But according to Nagera

·the child is not a finished product as is the adult.

21

He

is the process of a multiplicity of developmental steps in
all sorts of areas and directions.

Mourning or grief-work

must take place simultaneously with, and in subordination to,
such developmental needs as are appropriate to the age of the
child.

For this reason children are usually incapable of

prolonged and sustained mourning as observed in adults.
most important

diffe~ence

The

between the child's and the adult's

mourning is that th~ child more likely reacts with anxiety,
multiple forms of r~gression, occassional periods of giving up
certain ego achievements and by development of abnormal forms
of behavior.
Gyulay believes children's fears are reinforced in our
society because we· don't express out true feelings when death
occurs.

22

Children can't understand why their parents are

crying. when. "God is taking care.of Danny up.in ·heaven."

For

this reason she believes it is important to. establ~sh a setting
where the well child~en in the family can ask questions, view,
strike out, release, touch, describe and act out.
to Gyulay

childre~

According

need the comfort of knowing they are accepted,

told the truth and·loved through such a painful experience.
At the very time the well sibs need so much attention
and understanding from the
~ikely

par~nts,

to elicit the needed care.

their own behavior is less
Burton believes that children

or all ages view parental preoccupation as a rejection of

16

themselves.

23

As a consequence of parent's absorption in

continued crises of, the exigencies of treatment, feelings of
jealousy, guilt and resentment, engendered in well children by
obvious disparities in handling may cause immediate. and acute
pain for them.

Not only can these feelings contribute to

longterm personality defects,.but
to

bec~me

th~y

can cause the children

less appealing to the parents.

The children

may suffer actual rejection because of the acting· out,
withdrawn or labile behavior, the lack of understanding
(more projection by adults than reality, depending upon
the age of the children) , or even the physically healthy
state of the weli sibs.
absence of the
or acting out.

p~rents

The emotional and physical
can lead to more intense withdrawal

This can form the basis of a "visious

circle" of rejection into which many families fall.
After the death, or perhaps even

th~

possible

recovery of the ill child, the ties which were loosened
with the well children during the period of illness are
never really tightened again.
cannot be relived.

The last months and years

.According to Burton (1973) sibs will

respond to parent·s' preoccupation (and in some cases
real rejection) in· different ways de~ending upon the age
24
of the child.
In this type of si~uation the baby is
the most vulnerable.

Worried about the sick child the.

mother can adapt less successfully to the baby and

17

provide· a relaxed awareness of his :needs, ·picking up on
his cues and making sense .of this

~nvironment.

The

yo~nger

the child the more potentially damaging this experience
can be because of tQe urgency of his

e~otional

needs.

The possiblity of a change in the infant's
development due to such factors has

be~n

illustrated by

Davidson in his study of mothers and their young
children.

25

He describes a. child following his mother

into her depression and produces evidence to show that
the mother's mood contributed to the infants emotional
pattern.

His.findings indicate these responses persisted

into adult life.

This inadequate mother/child interaction

is seen as a potential trauma, a very cdmplex process and
influenced by many factors.

Davidson points out that each
~

stage

~f

development has its

poten~ially

vulnerable age.

For the older child this may present qn even greater
problem.'

Although the older child may understand the

seriousness of ·the situation

he-~ay

still feel the parents'

concern for the sick ~hild ls a reject~on of his own
needs.

He may become.resentful and angry at not having

his needs met, but feel guilty at the same time for having
those needs at all.

Often he makes an effort to deny his

own needs and can become overly solicitous of his s·ick sib.
Many writers, including

Freu~

(1969) in her paper

on the concepts of the rejecting·mother, have emphasized

,,
v

!

18

the ways in which parental preoccupation of any kind limit
the mother's perception and ability to respond to the
emotional needs of her other children.

26

As a result

the whole course bf the well child's development may be y'
altered.

When the parents .sense they are depriving or

scapegoating a well child they may try to make amends
and experience difficulty in legitim~tely disciplining
all their children.

As a result the younger ones become

confused, often resorting to aggressive behavior.
children may .become resentful and angry.

Older

Frightened of

becoming ill themselves they may taunt the sick child or
develop psychosomatic symptoms in a bid for reassurance
and the required

~ttention.

So common are these reactions in well sibs that
Binger, et

al

(1969) found such difficulties in one or

more 9f the well siblings of half of the leukemic
children whom he and co-workers studied.

(1970)

28

27

Rosenstein

noted behavior disorders, resentment and depression

among most of the well siblings of cystic children and
Blom (1958)_ even noted jealousy among the- siblings of
children hospitalized for tonsillectomy.

29

Burton found that these reactions were to some
degree dependent upon the age o.f the well 'sib in relation
to the sick child ..

30

If the sick child ts the younger

child, birth rivalries may be reactivated.

If he'is the

19

older child his younger siblings may become openly jealous.
Data also demonstrates that the older well sibs displ,ay
more positive protectlve feelings toward their younger
sick sibs than if the order is reversed.

Older well
·,

children are clearly faced with a dilenuna in this situation •.
Although they might resent all the attention which their
younger sick sibs receive, they are
appreciate that it is essential.

ol~

enough to

Burton believes they

tend to mirror their parents concern for the sick child
when demonstr.ating protective behavior.

In some cases

the need to do this stems from guilt in the older
·siblings' past, either because he is well while his
brother 6r sister is ill, or because he has felt
resentment about the attention the sib has received.
Burton has rarely found overt jealousy in older
well sibs.

31

This may be because in comparison to younger

children they are more in control of the expression of
emotions and qan hide negative feelings.

Also·it may be

that their guilt, responsibility and worry concerning
the sick child may limit open expression of less socially
acceptable emotions.
0ealou_sy '· however, is the most frequently encountered
response ix:i younger siblings of ill children.

These sibs··

usually have little or no experience·with either personal
grief or the grief others are experiencing.

Their anger
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and jealousy often stem. from the fantasies they have
about the fun and

attention their sick sib gets while

in the hospital.·

They can continue to have these

fantasies in spite cf the obvious pain and exhaustion
some of their sibs experience in the hospital.

When

family a:r:id friends are constantly inquiring, "How does
Bobby feel today? What do the doctors say? and When will
he come home from the hospital?" it is easy for

t~e

well

child to believe all the attention is focused on the
sick child.

He may well believe that to get attention

at all one has· to be sick.
oi'der children are often very aware of the.jealousy
their younger brothers or sisters feel, but Burton's data
suggests parents rarely feel this kind of jealousy
presents a real. problem to
Despit~

t~em

or the family as a whole.·32

this lack of patental concern Btirton feels

~t

is

important for parents to address th'e is~ue ~ · Evasive and
'inadequate communication is thoughtto be the source of
much confusion and jealousy on the part of well younger
sibs.

This, in general, contributes to overall behavior

proble~s.

Burton urges parents to seek help in how to

five age-appropriate and

anx~ety-allaying

explanations,

especially where no spontaneous queries have occurred
about the illness and its ramifications.
Kaplan, et al.,

(1976) also.believes honest open
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relations between parents and children may prevent much
of the reactive.behavior of well sibs.
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Although they

do not necessarily advocate actually "telling" a child
his brother or sister is going to die, they do advise
that he be kept aware of the serious nature rif the
illness.

If the well sib is unaware that death is a

possibility because of the illness he or she may be
permanently affected by the obvious discrepancies
s'hould the sick child die.

"Bobby was supposed to be

getting better, but now he is dead.

Someone did not

tell the truth."
One of the most thorough and most often cited
references in the literature on ·the siblings of ill
chldren is the well-known
study

o~

a sibling

s.tu~y
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by cain, et al. ·

Their

children's disturbed reactions to the death of
i~

especially important to note in this review

because of the interest in siblings' reactive problems.
The current literature places. great emphasis on the issue
of jealousy among well and sick siblings and.its ramifications.

One current idea is the con9ept that .the primary,

if not the exclusive pathological impact of a

chil~'s

death on his or her siblings is one of guilt over
rivalry-bred hostile wishes.

Sup~osedly

the well child

believes his wishes have been fulfilled by the.illness or
eventual death of his sibling and he believes he must
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atone for this ghastly deed.

Cain believes the serious

illness or death of a sibling must be seen as much more
than just

th~

production of

gui~t.

Cain characterizes well.siblings ~ith disturbed
reactions as often exhibiting depressive withdrawal~.
accident-prone, exhibitionistic ~nd pusnihment-seeking
behavior accompanied by constant provocative testing
and acting out.

Yet he believes more than guilt is

responsible for this phenomenon.

The deterioration some

well sibs experience in their general level of functioning
problems as having serious difficulty in fulfilling major
roles (especially student in the case of a child) Kaplan
found that 43% of the families he surveyed had at least
one well child with school

probl~ms.~~

If the realities
of a situation such as this. leaves
'
'

the sibling feeli~g useleis and unwanted, the child
typically becomes angry and then fearful of losing
control.

He often attempts to prove he has no anger at

all and so can appear "emotionless".
of the

re~sons

Paren:ts, unaware

for this reaction, can be disturbed by

the child's lack of proper sentiment and "blame" him for
his unfeeling reactions.
Another tlisturbed reaction found by Cain and his
co-workers to the serious illness or death of a child
was distorted concepts of illness and d~ath.

Sibiings
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often are confused by the relationship between the two.
Much

depend~

upon the child's developmentai stage of

evolving concepts about death.

Young· children may believe

that one only dies when one is very old.

When a brother

or sister appears.to be dying these children must struggle
with the obvious contradictions.
that many confusions

abo~t

Cain's data suggest

death and illness emerge in

childhood .. Beliefs such as you

~ie

be6au~e

you are small,

you die only a~ night, you·can't die until yo~ are nine
years old (age of sib·at death), only girls die young or
if you get -sick at. all you have to g9 to the hospital to
die, are common among young sibs..

These confusions can

lead to innumerable fears on the part of children--fears
of the ninth birthday, fear of the dark and especially
fears of being "sent away"
Di~t~rbed

religious beliefs

i~

one should become sick.

attitudes about· doctors, ho$pitals and·
a~e

also common·. in the well sibs of

sick or dying children.

Doctors and hospitals can.

represent fearful and painful places to any child, but
to the chii~ who has stood in the hall. and heard a
brother or sister have a bone marrow test, hospitals
can appear to be torture chambers.

The fear of the

doctor can be heightened especially if the doctor is
unable to relieve the sib's pain or if he is unable to

f:

,,
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successfully combat the illness.

This distrust is only

increased when parents and relatives are also s·uspicious,
angry or hostile toward 'the doctors and the other hospital
staff.
Religious faith

whic~

may have sufficed in the past

may also be questioned by children at this point.

"If

!

God can make a person so sick he can also make him well.
Why doesn't he?"

Cain ·found one child who firmly believed

God had taken her brbther away, but

~as

g6ing to "give

him back" any day.
According to Rosenblatt some therapists may
hesitate to ·intervene in religious issues of this sort
because of the possibility of· intruding where they do
not belong.
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Rosenblatt believes at the time

of

inter-

vention the therapist must remember the aim of therapy
is not to interfere with the religious customs and
practices which the

fam~ly

has chosen for itself.

Instead, the goal is only to correct distortions, increase
the relative.power of the reality

princi~le

and show the

patient those areas of his mental life where unconscious
factors are

~nfluencipg

him.

I
l

The extent to which one

would go with this practice would depend upon the age of
the patient.
Cain has also discovered strong death phobias in
some of the children he and his co-workers surveyea. 37

'
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An intense fear of
whose brother

~eath

is not uncommon among siblings

or sister is seriously ill

or dead.

Some

children fear they, too, will die, even from a common
cold.

This fear of death is even more pronounced in

children who suffer from the early stages of the same
illness or genetic condition as their sibling.

Often

this phobia is not just a reaction to the illness or death
itself, but is in response to the
reactions and·overprotectiveness.
when

childre~

parents~

fearful

·Cain has found that

are kept from basic growth experiences by

parents these children become generally immature, passiveindivid~als

dependent

who may be· fearful and phobic in

many areas.
Another reaction to having a seriously sick sibling
which is

n~t

·uncommon is· the constant

~se

identifications and misidentifications.
compare themselves

t~

of comparisons,
Some children

the dead or dying sibling and feel

they come up lacking in

somethi~g

essential.

.Parents can

contribute. to this unknowingly by expecti~g the well
sibling to behav~ as hi~ sick brother or sister did in the
past.

Often its a case of the parent or child "misidenti-

fying" and

actu~lly

believing the welL child is

'the sick or dead child.
~xact

To attempt

jus~

like

to follow in the

footsteps of a dead or dying brother or sister

unquestionably leads to serious emotional disturbances
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according to Cain.
Disturbance~

in cognitive functioning, traceable

to denial mechanisms, were also f_ound by Cain, et.al.
Some children were found· to have cognitive "gaps" or a
lack of knowledge·in specific areas.

While they were

otherwise intellectually iritact these gaps appeared
especially in the· areas pf time concepts and causality.
As pointed out ear1i'est Cain believes his data
indicates the impact.of the serious illness or death of
a sibling is far more· than just a question of rivalry
and jealousy.

He has found that children are involved

in such areas as affect, cognition, belief systems,
superego functioning and object relationships.

The degree

to which each child is affected is influenced by many
factors inc.luding: 1) the degree of actual involvement
with the sick sibling and his routine, 2) the child's
pre-exist~ng

relationship with the sick sibling, 3) the

impact of the illness on parents, 4} the impact on.the
.family structure, and 5} the developmental level of the
child at the time of the. sibiling's illness.
As this review has shown there are many possible
responses to the serious illness of a child's sibling.
Some of these are part of a normal and even necessary
process through which a child must go to successfully
adapt to a traumatic situation.

Some of them are not
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normal nor adaptive responses and can.seriously hinder a
child's acceptance of the situation, even his fundamental
development.

Not only does this present problems to the

individual child, but the family as a unit also suffers
when the functioning of any of its members is impaired.
Despite

th~

serious effect these factors can have

.upon the family, as well as

t~e

patient or ill child, it

·is not surprising that i.n the past medical personnel, more
specifically doctors and nurses, did
more thoroughly.

no~

pursue the issue·

Burton contends that doctors and nurses

often view death or the immediate threat of death, as a
professional.or even personal failure.
their own

fear~
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This along with

of death may have contributed to their

inhibitions about inquiring into the repercussions the
illness may have on people other than the immediat~
patient.
The current literature; however, indicates·not
only an interest in the family during

thi~

period of

crisis, but also a general concensus, in that intervention
should begin as soon as possible after the diagnosis of
a life-threatening illness is made.

Studies of the concept

of crisis suggest that both individual and family
reactions to such threats as prolonged or fatal

i~lness

are fashioned from one to four weeks after the diagnosis
is

confirmed; 3 ~

Du~~ng

these first few weeks coping
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pattern$ are not·as fixed as they become in time.
though ~he coping demands

Even

for any serious illness are not

static (but change.as the medical treatment changes), the
coping patterns are likely to become more rigid after the
first month or so.

Therefore the ideal time to discover

maladaptive patterns and intervene is during .this early
phase.
Some therapists have even suggested that wide-spread
preventive treatment for emotional desturbances due to
loss through

d~ath

could be initiated

to any diagnosis of serious illness.
finds the

s~ggestion-of

~n

families prior

Rosenblatt, however,

preventing psy6hopathology due

to death on any large scale not only fruitless, but
rJ.. d'J.CU 1.
OUS. 40

"If we wish to prevent children from

developing emotional illnesses as

~

consequence of losing

loved one·s in death, we shal:l hav.e to do away with death
itself."

Instead, he recommends a program of therapy

beginning after dia~nosis and desig~ed ior the specific
ne~ds

of childhood sibling loss.
Kaplan, et al., believes it is possible to develop·

"preventive" or clinical programs which are capable of
reversing maladaptive coping ·responses in children due
to the illness of a sibling.
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·He emphasizes, though,

the success of these programs is· contingent on having
detailed knowledge of the process of adaptation specific
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to each illness, including relevant coping tasks and
methods of· task accomplishment.
Feinberg developed a specific method of treatment
for disturbances fr9m childhood sibling loss.
worked for over an eight-month pre-death and
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He

two~month

post-mortem period with two sisters of a young boy dying
of leukemia.

He lists five important parts to this

treatment: 1) an ircunediate an·a persistent attempt by
the therapist to establish a therapeutic alliance based
on forthrightness, 2) the stimulation and encouragement
of "immunizing" discussions, 3) the encouragement and
allowance of catharsis without severe regression,

4)

emphasis on reality orientation and. 5) direct initiation
and enhancement of·mourning u~i~g transference material
wherever possible.

Each of these treatment

s~gments

plays an important part in successful therapy.
Forthrightness:

When working with siblings the

questions of just how sick is my brother and·what is going
to happen to him often arise.

Difficulty in resolving

the question of whether or .not to tell the child always
contributes to poor handling pf

th~

case.

Feinberg

suggests a method of read'iness. to tell the truth while the
task of the child is to ask.
truth

help~

~stablish

A readiness to tell the

an emotional climate of trust

between a therapist and child, a climate in which unpleasant
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information can be shared.
Irrununizing Discussions:

Theoretically a primary

object loss can be more easily experienced in a displaced
fashion such as previous deaths of pets or of people
outside the primary ~amily.

With some children these

discussions occur spontaneously, but if it doesn't
Feinburg advises persistent evocation of such a process.
He believes this will achieve a more intense and frequent
reworking of affects.
Allowance for Catharsis:

Secondary to the immediate

concerns of permanent separation and loss aroused by a
sibling's dying, is the shift of attention by the parents
to th~ sick child.
resentment.

This always causes anger and

If this is not dealt with with

aggres~ive

and

subsequent guilt or regressive yearnings for the u~available
parents lead to symptoms or acting out.

Feinb.erg states

that therapy should allow for as full a catharsis as possible.
Catharsis is a constructi v.e ego experience because therapy
not. only allows for c.ommunication of feelings, but encourages
a child to "stay.with" feelings over an extended period
of tirne.

Catharsis with very little

interpretatio~

can

lead to a better choice of defenses.
Reality· Orientation:

This phase involves· the

initiation and carrying out of mourning.

Conscious efforts

by the therapist to detail the course of pathology of an
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illness, the child's perception of the parents' clinical

symptoms, as well as an orientation to the correct
chronology of the upsetting events surrounding it, should
contribute to a more reality-oriented attitude toward
death itself.

In essence, the child needs more under-

'_St?-nding of the emotional responses of Others and Feinberg
be'iieves the therapist has an opportunity to promote
this understanding.
Initiation of Mourning:

The aim of treatment work

should include remembering of the lost object whether the
memories are sad or happy.

Feinberg believes that through

the use of transference manifestations of feelings of
loss and

separat~on

spontaneous

facilitated in children.

~emembering

can be

Kliman (1968) is in agreement

with Feinberg in that he feels what is sufficient to allow
a healthy child to mourn is an opportunity to be helped
in a supportive and encouraging way to
his feelings.
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~raduµlly

express

The f~equent introduction of sadness

at appropriate times, as well as the sharing of it with
an adult ego in a way that makes ft more tolerable; has
an importance ·to the child's psychic

~conomy.

According

to Kliman the gradual liberation of anger and sadness
prevents untoward defenses against them.
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SUt-lMARY

A review of the literature

ha~

revealed several

significant facts aboµt ~hildhood iibling illness or loss.
Although there is some. disagreement about the age at which
children comprehend death and.whether they actually mourn
or not, researchers are in agreement about the significant
impact the death or severe illness of any family member
can have for children.

Members of a family do not act

and react independently of one another.
usually affects all to some degree.

What affects one

For several reasons

death presents a spec'ial crisis for families.

Inunediate

professional intervention is indicated for families
facing death in order to assist in establishing

ada~tive

coping mechanisms.
Data has shown that children may be more influenced
by the way in which parents cope and react to crisis than
by the condition of their sick sibling.

When

pµr~nts

are

concerned and preoccupied with their_ sick child they are
unable to give as much attention as tqey did previously
to their well children.

Children interpret this lack of

attention ·as rejection.

Jealousy on

th~

part of younger

children and anger and resentment ±n older siblin.gs are
common responses.
Disturbed reactions are also a response to childhood
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sibling illness or loss.

Distorted concepts of illness

and death of ten develop if there is a lack of communication
about the illness and its

progression~

Hospital, doctor
/"

or .religious phobias are also possible when chiloren
cannot find logical explan.ations for the .events occurring
in their lives.

Even strong death phobias can develop

in children facing the fearful complexities of sibling
loss.
While most authors feel early intervention is
essential, there is disagreement about large-spread
preventive therapy before any diagno?is of a life-threatening illness has been· made.
be of benefit, while others
proposition.

Some authors feel it could
fe~l

it is a fruitless

Once a child is engaged in therapy, ~owever,

there are specific steps

therapis~s

can follow which may

enable· the child to discard maladaptive defenses and to
develop more. appropriate ones... The basis of this therapy
is an open, honest, supportive environment where a child
can ask, remember-, discover· and recover.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF INQUIRY
The specific

in~trument

designed for this study was

a questionnaire consisting of thirty-three questions.
(See

appen~ix B)

The questions in the study were designed

to evaluate the interaction betwee~ the parents of a.
I.

seriously sick child and his cir her siblings.
The first set of questions covered demographic
information including age, sex, number of brothers and
sisters and their ages.

The second area of question

concerned how each child was told about his sibling's
serious illness.

It was felt that not only were

communication patterns established at this crucial period,
but ~hat an indication of inter~ction _patterns _coul~ be
gained by knowing who told the child and how much
information was given initially.

The third section

covered how specific areas of family and individual
life had changed since the diagnosis of the illness.
The fourth and final section centered around the
perception of the family's

ch~ld's

(and each individual's) self-

image.
The questionnaire was de.signed to be ·administered
to the well siblings of seriqusly ill children.

It was

also administered to the parents of-each well child.

3a

They were instructed to answer one questionnaire per well
child and to answer the questions as they felt their
child would.

It was felt this would give some indication

of how close the family's perception of

even~s

were, as

well as how well the parents were "reading" their children's
reactions.'

In some cases both parents answered the quest-

ionnaire together, in others only one parent was home at·
the time of the interview.
When designing this study two specific questions
concerning the eligibility of _participants had to be
clarified before it.could actually be administered.

First,

the· definition of a child with a serious illness had to ·
be established.

Serious illness was considered to be any

illness with a life-threatening diagnosis.

Although the

majority (11) of -sick siblings turned out to have some
form of cancer (the remaining

on~

had a rare genetic

metabolic disorder), . participation in the· study was originally limited bnly by the term "serious illness".
Second, it was decided the well child participants
would be limited to those between the ages of six ·and
eighteen.
·most

lik~ly

This was done to narrow the study to children
still living at home and.involved in the

daily routine.

Also, it would insure a certain level of

comprehension on the part of the youngest participants.
The age of the parents was not limited for purposes of
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part1cipation.
The population for this study consisted of twelve
families.
with

~he

Each family had a child (of unspecified age)
diagnosis of a

life~threatening

illness and at

least one sibling between the ages of six and eighteen.
Two families had two well siblings within the specific
age range to make a total. of 14 child participants and
14 adult-answered questiqnnaires.
The Majority of ·these families

{10) were drawn

from a pool consisting of patients seen by Dr. Robert
Neerhout in the Hematology/Oncology unit of the
Division of Pediatrics, University of Oregon Health
Sciences Center.

The remaining four families were

located by "word-of-mouth"

thro~gh

members of the

Candlelighters organization, a group founded by and
for the families of children with cancer.

.One family

was being.seen for medical treatment in the Metabolic
Follow-Up Clinic, Child Development and Rehabilitation
Center, Crippled Children's Division.and the other three
families were treated At other Portland area hospitals.·
Ea~h

of

th~

first eight familie$ was originally

:approached by Dr. Neerhout.

He briefly explained the

purpose and intent of the study.

If .the family was

.interested in participating in the study I

arra~ged

a

brief interview, usually at the time of an appointment in
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the clinic.
the mother,

One of the parents, in these cases always
li.sten~d

to my explanation of the study,

reviewed the questionnaire and cionsent form (see appendix
A)

arid decided upon her family's participation.
The remaining four families were originally contacted

by members of the .first ten families who belonged to
Candlelighters.

If they were interested in the program I

contacted them on the phone.

In order to save time a

brief initial interview was not arranged.
information was thoroughly

review~d

Instead, the

on the phone and the

families decided upon· participation in the study at
that time.
Of the twelve families surveyed arrangements
could be made with only ten for personal home visits
to complete the ql,lestion:paire.s..

.In order to preserve

the privacy of the qhildren the parents were asked to
fill out· the

questio~naires

in a separate room.

The

interviewer remained with. ~he children, offering
assistance for those who had questions about the survey.
Two families were going to

b~

out of town and

could not make arrangements for personal appointments.
Interviews were mailed to these families.

All ·Of the

families contacted decided to parti~ipate in the study
and no one withdrew after beginning the questionnaire.

CHAPTER IV
PP.ESENTATION OF DATA
Throughout the presentation of this data two groups
of subjects will be represented in the tables.

When a

table refers to "siblincj" it will always mean the well
child who filled out the questionnaire.

(If another child

is mentioned. he or she will be identified as the ill or
sick sibling.)

When the Word "parent" appears in the

tables it will refer ·to the parent of the well child who
also filled out a questionnaire.

It ·is importan~ to note

that parents were asked to answer the questions as they
I

felt their well child would respond to them and not

~s

they as.individuals would reply to them.
The demographic data.for the siblings of seriously
ill children is contained in Table I

(p. 43

)~

The

population for this study consisted bf ~ourteen children
between the ages of· six and eighteen years from twelve
families.
in the

The

s~rvey.

par~nts

of these children also participated

In three families the fathers were not

present (eithei because of divorce or a prior appoi~tment)
and in one family the mother was· not present to fill out
the questionnaire.
Among the children were seven males and seven females
with a mean age of 10.57 years, a median of 9 years and a

II

•I
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mode of ·g years.

These children had a total of

el~ven

brothers and

seventee~

per family.

The age· range of the ill children was 3 to

19 years of age with

sisters with only one ill child

a mean

of 7.43, a median of 6.5 and

a mode of 7 and 4.
Three of the siblings (subjects 4,11, and 12) were
younger than the ill child in the family.

This is an

important fact to keep in mind when analyzing the data
on parents' treatment of a.11 children (Table XV) and
personal feeling states (Table XIII) .
The second sectiol?- of the questionnaire began with a
question about how lon·g had the subject known of his or
her sibling's illness.
for three ·months.

Four of the· siblings had known

Six of the subjects in both the

sibling and the parent catagories indicated the child
had known for six months.

Two of the siblings had known

for one year.

One parent indicated the child had known

for onw year.

Two siblings responded as "don't know",

as did one set of parents.
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TABLE I
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA CONCERNING SIBS OF SERIOUSLY ILL CHILDREN

SUBJECT

AGE

SEX

# OF SIBLINGS

AGE OF SICK
SIB

1

18

M

1

14

2

15

F

3

7

3

7

M

1

4

*4

7

F

1

9

5

9

M

2

4

6

8

M

2

4

7

6

M

2

3

8

11

M

2

6

9

13

F

3

5

10

9

F

3

5

*11

15

F

2

19

*12

9

F

2

10

13

9

M

2

7

14

12

F

2

7

*subject younger than sibling
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TABLE II
WHO FIRST TOLD CHILD OF SIBLING'S ILLNESS

INFORMANT
MOTHER
&

MOTHER

s

FATHER

FATHER

FAMILY
MEMBER

NO
RESPONSE

SIBLINGS

8

1

4

1

0

PARENTS

5

1

5

1

2

u
B

J

E

c
T

Table II indicates how closely the siblings and
parents responded to. many of the questions.
(8) of

sibling~

The majority

indicated their "mothers alone" relayed

the diagnosis of serious illness to them, with the "mother/
father" category as the second highest (4) response.

The.·

:parents also rated the "mother alone" category highly (5),
but of equal standing with.the "mother/father" selection (5).
Siblings and parents were in agreement about the.number of
"fathers alons" who told the child (1) and the number of
"other fami;ty member?" who fulfilled this task (1).
parents did not r·espon9.

Two
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TABLE III
DESIRE TO KNOW OF SICK SIBLING'S ILLNESS

DESIRE TO KNOW

B

. NO
RESPONSE

0

1

a·

0

0

2

NO

SIBLINGS

13

PARENTS

12

s
u

SORT OF

YES

J

E

c

T

Table III presents the data gathered in response to
an inquiry about the sibling's desire to know of the
brother or sister's serious illness.

It was believed this

information would indicate an early reaction of the·
siblings to the crisis and their desire to be involved in
an uncomfortable situation.
reflect very similar answers.
they did wa;nt to know of the

The parents'.and sifulinqs' responses
Thirteen siblings indicated
diagnosis~

One. sibling did

not mark either of the responses provided (yes or no),
but, instead wrote in "sort of".

Twelve parents responded

affirmatively to the inquiry and two parents did not
respond to this question at all.
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TABLE·IV
LENGTH OF TIME

BEFO~E

S!BS WERE TOLD OF DIAGNOSIS

TIME
IMMEDIATELY:

A FEW
WEEKS

A YEAR

DON'T KNOW

s
U

SIBLINGS

9

3

0

2

11

2

0

1

B

J
E

c
T

PARENTS

Table IV reflects the responses given to an inquiry
about

t~e

length of time before the siblings were told of

the diagnosis.

While .an earlier question involving length

.of time the siblings had known referred to the period of
time since they had been told, this question referred to
the period of time that elapsed from when the parents were
told the diagnosis until the siblings were told.
gathered at.

t~is

point would provide

in~ormation

·The data
about the

skills and patterns the parents estabiished early in the
.
.
coping process. Nine of the siblings felt they had been
told immediately, three believed they were told within a
few weeks and two replied they did not know when they were
told in relation to the diagnosis.being made.

Eleven

parents responded with an answer of '"immediately", two
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replied

"~

few weeks" and one did not know how long it

had been between the diagnosis and telling siblings.
TABLE V
FREQUENCY OF FAMILY DISCUSSIONS ABOUT CHILD'S ILLNESS

FREQUENCY
NEVER
S

SOMETIMES

FREQUENTLY

SIBLINGS ·

1

13

0

PARENTS

0

13

1

u·
B
J
E
.C

T

Table V once again indicates the similarity of replies
found so often between the siblings and parents.

In response

to a .question concerning the.frequency of·family discussions
aborit the sick chil6's illness, the majority of parents and
siblings replied they had these discussions "sometimes".
One child indicated tbe f~mily "nev~r" discuised the illness
and one parent

bel~eved

the family

di~cussed

This question was designed to elicit

it "trequently''.

information about

family conversation patterns in relation to the illness.
Had the

~hild's

illness taken priority over

and become the· center of discussions?

~11

other topics

Had the family silently

a9reed not to mention the problem at all?

Or had the family
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.~ccepted·

the diagnosis and the necessary changes, according

the topic an appropriate portion of the daily routine?
TABLE VI
DESIRE TO TALK ABOUT SICK SIB'S ILLNESS
DESIRE
MORE

s

SIBLINGS

LESS

ABOUT
THE SAME

NO
RESPONSE

. 2

4

8

0

2

1

10

1

u
B
J

E

c

T

PARENTS

Table VI addresses the issue of the sibling's desire
to talk about his sick brother or sisters.

Depending

~pan

the communication patterns established by each individual
family and the level of involvement desired by each child,
it was believed the siblings might .feel a need for more
discussions about the illness and its ramifications.

However,

they might need less confrontation with the issues involved.
if they found it too much to comprehend all at once.
majority of

bot~

The

parents and siblings were satisfied with

the present situation.

Eight siblings and ten parents wanted

the amount of time spent in discussions about the illness to
remain ",about the same".

Two sibling.s wanted more time for

talking and four wanted less time.

Two of the parents also

wanted more time alloted for discussing the illness and only
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one wanted.less.

Orie parent failed to respond to this

question."
TABLE VII
CHANGE IN SIB'S RESPONSIBILITIES SINCE DIAGNOSIS

CHANGE
MORE
S

'SIBLINGS
'

I

LESS

ABOUT
THE SAME

5

1

8

5

0

9

u
B
.J
E

c
T

. PARENTS

SUBJECTS' COMMENTS ABOUT CHAN.GE .IN. RESPONSIBILITIES
SUBJECT

SIBLING

2

I have to watch my
sister more carefully
and I try to stay away
from people with colds.

She has more responsibility now because of her
age and increase in
family.

5

rt· has changed a lot
more.
I feed the dog
now.

Boys-were 6 & 7 at time
of diagnosis. They have
assumed more responsibility as part of their
natural maturing.
Stay alone sometimes
when sister is at clinic.

6

7

I

PARENT

11 ·

I put the dog away
now and I help feed him.
I have to take care of
everything ·and put up
with constant nagging
from my sister.

Partly due to age,
parents are more con
cerned & require more
responsibility--not
sure it's due to sister's
illness.
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she'd answer less, but
she has not teased her
siste·r about her sickness nor about her hair
falling out. This must
take concentrated effort
because she· teases her
about everything else.

12

Table VII (p.47) presents the data gathered in
response to an inquiry about the changes in responsibility
experienced by the siblings since the diagnosis of a
serious illness.

The parents' answers are very similar to

those of the siblings.

Both the parents and the siblings

believed the siblings had more responsibility.

Eight

siblings and nine parents believed the level of
responsibility had remained the same since the diagnosis.
It ·is interesting to note that of the five sets of
parents who offered comments about this particular question,
three felt the increase in responsibility was related to
factors other than the sick child's illness.

Maturation

and increase in size of family were offered as alternative
reasons for change in responsibility.
Table VIII {p.49) depicts the data concerning the
change in the sibling's school life since the
Seven parents and seven siblings felt no

di~gn_osis.

significan~

change in school life had occurred in relation to the
brother or sisteris illness.

Seven parents also· indicated

that a "little" change had occurred, while five siblings
responded a "little".

One sibli!lg replied that school
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had changed "a lot" and one indicated it had changed
"completely"."

It is important to note that the family of

these last two children had moved soon after the diagnosis
was made and the children had changed schools.
TABLE VIII
CHANGE IN SIB'S SCHOOL LIFE SINCE DIAGNOSIS
CHANGE
NONE

s

LITTLE

A LOT

COMPLETELY

SIBLINGS

7

5

1

1

PARENTS

7

7

0

0

u
B
J
E

c
T

SUBJECTS' COMMENTS ABOUT CHANGE .IN SCHOOL LIFE
SUBJECT

SIBLING

5

PARENT

When little sister goes
to school she gets more
than normal attention
sometimes because teachers

are aware of her illness.
6

Friends talk to me at
school about it.

7

We talk about my sister
at school.

8

Some kids say my brother
will give them leukemia.

11

It has helped me under- Age again--she seems to
stand why some people
want to change and reare different.
establish her image-stronger and independent.
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14

Everyone asks me about
her and wants to know about

it.

They usually come to

me or if I'm worried at
school I pray·about it with
a teacher.
TABLE IX
FREQUENCY OF VISITS WITH FRIENDS SINCE DIAGNOSIS
FREQUENCY
MORE .
THAN BEFORE

s

-

LESS
THAN BEFORE

SAME
AS BEFORE

SIBLINGS

0

2

12

PARENTS

0

0

14

u
B
J

E

c
T

The frequency 0£ visits the siblings have with
friends since the diagnosis is

a~dressed

in Table IX.

All

fourteen parents believed this particular occurrence had
remained the same since the 6iagnosis.

However, only.

twelve siblings felt it had remained about the same, while
two believed they visited with their friends less often
than before the diagnosis.

No one ln either catagory

believed the number of visits with friends had increased.
The inf9rmation gathered by this inquiry could indicate
whether or not the changes experienced by the sibling since
the diagnosis have extended beyond the home and school life
to encomp~ss activity outside these two important environments.
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TABLE X

DESIRE.TO HELP CARE FOR SICK SIB

DESIRE
NO

YES.
-

s

SIBLINGS

13

1

u
B
J

E

c

11

PARENTS

3

T

Table X presents data concerning the siblings'
desire to actually help care for their sick brother or
sister during periods of severe illness.

The data

gathered at this point could reveal the child's level
of involvement in the crisis and his method of coping

I

I

·I

with stress.

Thirteen of the siblings answered affirm-

atively and one negatively to this 'question.

Eleven

parents responded· "yes" to the. inquiry, while three
indicated their children did not want to help.care for
the sick child.

Some parents felt they needed to explain

that the sick child never really appeared sick physically,
so it wasn't necessary for the siblings to help care for

i.

the child.·

TABLE XI

PARENTS' TREA'IMENT OF ALL CHILDREN SINCE DIAGNOSIS

CHILD'S
SUBJECT

PE~ICN

SIBLING

OF_ CMN TREA'IMENT
PARENT

CHILD'S PERC:EPI'ICN OF SICK SIB'S TRFA'IMENT
SIBLING
PARENT
SUBJECT

1

about the sane

the sane

l'

2

about the same

we ma.y have expected too much
fran her at tP.e
ti.nE. We realize
that nCM.

2

He wants us to
spend rrore tine
with him even tho'
we feel we have.

3.

3

nicely

4

fairly

5

I think I get
treated pretty
gcxxl.

6

r'm treated
fairly

7

about the sane

with care

the sarre

just a little
special
than usual .

---------

special

sarretines gets
special treat-

rror~

rrent.
4

fairly

O.K., but I need
a little rror$
attention.

5

I think she's
spoiled

about like before
but sonetines ·she
doesn't get disciplined like she should.

ProPably has been
asked to be rrore
unders"'"..anding of her
feelings when she
feels "touchy"

6

She gets a
little rrore
than rre like
help and stuff

about the sane as
before

7
considerably less
attention than before

U1

.s:::.

about the sane

a little too much
fussing over him-gifts~ attention, etc.

TABLE XI--coNTINUED

8
9

the sane
-about the sarre

rrore grCMn up

8

about the same

·9

about the same

about the sarre
they don't scold
him as much

10

the sarre

11

Not as well as
not enough perbefore. My par- sonal attention
ents have spoil- as she desires,
ed rqy sister.
respect for
individual

11

12

about the sane

She has said,
"I would like
to get all of
the attention
and presents."

12

she is treated
fairly

she has got a lot of
nice things at the
hospital

13

I think_prettY:
o.k.

probably not
as much attention

13

o.k.

rrore attention

14

I'm not noticed
as much, but ~
understand.

14

rrore attention
She's gotten
rrore attention
and nore comfort
and synpathy,
but she could
use it

sane

· less attention

10

the sane

not as strict on him

spoiled rotten, rrore than her full
share of attention
but only for
·the first 2 or and respect
3 years. She
has gotten rean
and hard.

U1
U1
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Table XI (pp.

5~-55)

consists of information. gathered

by two separate questions on the survey.

One inquired

about the child's perception of his treatment by his
parents since the diagnosis.

The .other question referred

to the child's perception of. his sick brother or sister's
treatment by the parents since the diagnosis.

The

question was open-ended and the subjects were allowed to
fill in the blank space without
from which to choose.
the

~ajority

of

prearr~nged

responses

In response to the first question

sibl~ngs

replied

i~

a positive manner.

Twelve of them felt their treatment had remained the same
or was fair since the diagnosis.
not noticed as much, but
reason for this.

indicat~d

One child felt she was
she

"understood~

the

Only one child felt she was not treated

as well as· she had been before the diagnosis.

(This is

interesting to note in light of the fact that three
'

siblings were younger than the sick child.

.

According to

the literature these three should have. shown greater
.

'

jealousy and felt more deprived than the other siblings.)
Seven parents felt their child would.indicate they.
needed more attention, two believed ·the child would feel
he was treated the same, one parent felt the child was
treated in a "more grown-up" manner, two felt they had
"expected too mudh" and two did not respond.
In response to the second question about the sick

f.

•
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child's treatment, five siblings believed their sick
brother or sister received special treatment and got· more
attention than they did.

Two. felt their sick sibling

was spoile·d by ,:their parents.

In comparison to their own

·treatment, it appears many of them felt their own treatment
remained the same while their sick sibling's treatment
changed.

However, four children believed the sibling's

treatment remained the same and three described the
sibling's treatment as "fair" or
the parents felt

th~

11

0.k."

The majority of

siblings would believe their sick

brother or sister· got special treatment.

Nine parents

replied that the sick sibling got more attention or
special.treatment, three parents believed the treatment
haq remained the same and two parents did not respond
to this question.

l

r
I
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TABLE

XII

AMOUNT OF TIME FAMILY SPENDS TOGETHER SINCE DIAGNOSIS

TIME
LESS
THAN BEFORE

MORE
THAN BEFORE

s

· SIBLINGS

2

SAME
AS BEFORE

4

8

3

8

u
B
··------

J

E

-·

c
T

PARENTS

3

SUBJECTS' BRIEF COMMENTS ABOUT TIME SPENT TOGETHER

SUBJECT
2

4

SIBLING

PARENT

}?ecause of the one fact
that she may not be here
sore day We s:Pend nore
tine together
and dad have to s~d
tine with my sister when
she is sick .

~m

because of hospital visits
and stays

7

11

rrost of us go our

a-lI1

Wa.y

12.

14

They still love Us, but ·
many tirres they are at the
hospital being with my
sis.ter. They really do
need to spend ti.me with
her, though. ·

less travel, different
interests, less family
gatherings
she would say the sane, but ·
it is nore because my
husband and I have
Certainly chang~ priorities
in our lives
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The amount of

time the.family spends together since

the diagnosis is represented in Table XII (p.
more than half (eight)

~f

sm .

Slightly

both the parents and the siblings

felt the amount of time together had remained the same as
before.
as~

Two siblings felt they spent more time together

family than before the·diagnqsis and four believed the

family spent less time together.

The remaining six sets

of parents were evenly divided between more or less time.
Three believed they spent less time t.ogether and· three
believed they spent more time together.
The brief comments made by the subjects reveal the
siblings' understanding of h.ospi tal stays and clin,ic visits.
While one parent did mention medical routine as a factor
in spending less time together, another parent felt

it

was

a reaction to other family changes and not a response to
the sick child's illness.

TABLE

XIII

CHIIDRENS' PERCEPTION OF FAMILY

SIBLINGS'

SUBJFCT

FEELING STATE (IDST OF THE TIME)
SIBLING
PARENT

1

happy

2

happy

3

sad

4

sad

sad

happy

FEELING STATES

SIBLINGS' PERCEPTION OF PARENTS'

SUBJECT

SIBLING

1

happy

2

happy

3
4

sad, angry

FEELING STATE
PARENT

sad

happy

guilty, don't feel right _

5.

sad

happt

5**

happy

happy

6*

happy

happy

6

guilty

happy

7**

sad

_angry

8

hap:py

happy

9**

happy, angry

happy

10**

sad

7*
8

9*
10*

11*

happy, sad
happy
happy, sad
happy

sad

happy, angry happy, angry, sad

sad

angry
sad, angry

sad

11** happy, angry, guilty happy,sad, guilty

12*

happy

happy, angry

12

happy

sad

13

sad

happy

13

sad

happy

14*

happy

happy

14

*seven parents were accurate aPc>ut child's percePt.ion of his feeling state rrost of the tine

worried

happy

**five parents were accurate about child's perception of their feeling state nost of the tine
(Response was considerei:Faccurate .if it included one of the sarre descriptive wordS as the dtlld's.)

O"\
0
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Table XIII (p. 60) again represents the responses to
two separate, ·but related questions.

The subjects were

I

asked to indicate the feeling states of the siblings most
of the time and of the parents most of the time.

While ·most

of the subjects used just one word to describe this.feeling
state, some included more words to descri.be differing
states.

Seven siblings described themselves as basically

happy and three. used happy in conjunction with sad or angry.
Four

sib~ings

described

t~emselves

as basically sad

individuals most of the time and two parents described thei.r
children as happy in conjunction with angry and sad.

Two

parents felt their children were sad most of the time and
two failed to respond to this question.
In response to the .section on the parent's feeling
state five siblings believed their parents were happy most
of the time and two felt they.were happy and angry.

Three

siblings believed their parents were basically sad, one
replied "sad anq angry", two replied ".guilty" and another
responded ."worried".

Five parents believed their children

saw them as basically happy and one felt the' child would'
see them as "happy, sad, ·guilty".

Four parents believed

the children saw· them as "sad" most of the time, one as "sad,
angry" and one as simply "angry".
respond to this question.

Two parents did not
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TABLE XIV
SIBLING'S PERCE+VED CLOSENESS TO PARENTS
SINCE DIAGNOSIS

CLOSENESS
NO!' AS CTDSE

AS BEFORE

s

CT.DSER

ABOUT

THAN BEFORE

NO

THE SAME

RESPONSE

SIBLINGS

1

2

11

0

PARENTS

3

3

7

1

u
B
J

E

c
T

L--~---

The sibling's perceived closeness to the parents
since the diagnosis
majori~y

~s

illustrated in Table XIV.

The

of siblings (eleven) felt the closeness remained

about the same.

TWo felt they were closer to their

· parents since the
brother or sister.

.di~gnosis

of

~

serious illness in their

Only one sibling felt he was not as

close as he had been to his parents before the diagnosis.·
Of the fourteen parent's responses seven believed the
level of closeness remained the same, three believed
they were less close and three believed they were closer
than before the diagnosis was made.
to respond to this question.

i.
I

One parent failed
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TABLE XV
SIBLING'S CLOSENESS TO SICK BROTHER OR SISTER
SINCE DIAGNOSIS

CLOSENESS
NOI' AS CIOSE

AS BEFORE

s

CIDSER

ABaJr

NO

THAN BEFORE THE SAME RESPONSE

SIBLINGS

2

3

9

0

PARENTS

0

5

8

1

u
B
J

E

c
T

--...· - - - ----

Table XV represents data collected in·response to
an inquiry about the closeness of the sibling to his sick
brother or sister.

Nine siblings believed they remained

about as close to their sick
the diagnosis was made.

sibli~g

as they were before

Two siblings felt they were not

as close as before and three replied that they were
closer than before the diagnosis.

Eight of the parents

believed that the level of closeness between·the children
had remained the same, while five of them felt the
children had become even closer since the diagnosis.

None

of the parents felt the children were further apart and
one parent failed to respond to this question.
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TABLE XVI
SIBLING'S CONCERN FOR OWN HEALTH

FREQUENCY dF CONCERN
ALL
. NEVER

$

SavEI'IMES

NO

THE TIME

RESPONSE

SIBLINGS

2

10

2

0

PARENTS.

0

13

0

1

u
B
J
E

c
T

SUBJECTS' BRIEF COMMENT$ CONCERNING OWN HEALTH

SUBJECT·
5

6

SIBLING

PARENT

when I get a 'temper- once in a while he says
ature I worry about he's sick and it's.usually
being sick
around a tine when she's
receiving nedicine and he
feels he wants sore
attention
scmatirres, but not
now because· nw rrom
explained it to ne

7

I might get the
··sane tiring

11

don't snoke
nightmares of illness,
(cigarettes or pot)
overcautious with colds,
. I try to stay healthy. etc.

14

I

Itis got ne worried
because I eat sugar
and chocolate so much.
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The sibling's concern for his· own health is
addressed in Table XVI (p .• 64 ) •

Once again the responses

of the pa~ents and the siblings were similar.

Thirteen

parents felt their children were concerned for their own.
health

"sometime~"

~iblings

and. one parent failed to respond.

Ten

replied they were concerned sometimes, while

two felt they were

ne~er

c6nderned and two replied they

were concerned all the time.
In the section reserved for subjects' comments
only one of the five siblings comments actually referred
to a concern about health

~n

general, maintaining a

balanced diet, smoking and having a fever.
:parents commented on this question.

Only two

One felt the child

used a concern over his own health as a means of getting
needed attention and the.other parent felt the child
had become overly cautious about colds,.etc.
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TABLE XVII
SIBLING'S DESIRE TO TAKE SICK BROTHER OR SISTER'S PLACE

FREQUENCY OF DESIRE
ALL

SG1ETIMES

NE'VER

s

SIBLINGS

I

u

6

---r·-·--~· ~

------- I

5

THE TIME

NO

. RESPONSE

3

I

0

1

l

2

B
J

E

c
T

PARENTS

1

.\

---~·---1

SIBLING

SUBJECT
2

6

sanetirres :t feel
bad about what she's
going through

PARENT

of course, we her parents
do
he's heard about and seen the
shots and nedicine and also
he's seen how sick she becane
saretirres and~ wouldn't want
it to happen to him

3

4

I wanted to get the
nice things she gets

·6

I wouldn't want to go
to the clinic all the

thre .

want.scrre presents

7

I

8

nC::M he gets cold easy
and stays in the house

11

he gets a lot of
attention

14

don't want to see
she doesn't appear sick--no
her sick. I hate it, but physical synptoms
Gerl loves her and he
knows what he's doin~

attention rrostly--sister uses
this for attention sa:retirres

..

I
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-Table ·X\TII

(p.

64 » addresses

the sibling's desire

to take his sick brother or sister's place.

Responses

of parents and siblings were almost perfectly matched.
Six parents and siblings indicated they never wanted
to take the sick child's place and five of each category
want~d

felt sometimes they
sick child.

Three of the

change places all

th~

to

excha~ge

sibling~

places , with _the

felt they wanted to

time and one parent believed his

child wanted to change all the time.

Two parents did

not respond to this question.
The brief comments made by the siblings reveal
two very different reasons for wanting to exchange places
with the sick child.

Of the seven siblings who commented

two indicated they were aware of the pain and unhappiness
experienced by their brother or sister and they wished
to relieve them.
to exchange

plac~s

Three· of the seven who commented wanted
in order to get· more attention or

receive the gifts their brother or sister got.

Two

of the seven siblings who commented.indicated they
would~'t want to exchange places because

of

the negative

aspects of the illness and the required.medical reg.imen.
The parents reflected these same ideas in their comments
about the siblings

exc~anging

places with each other.

CHAPTER V ·
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Although current literature reveals a recent interest
in "death and dying" by the general public and scientists
alike, there is still a great deal to learn about this
inevitable

experience~

One significant area of concern

·is the effect of a child's life-threatening illness or
death upon his or her siblings.

This study was conducted

to gain more data in this complex field of investigation.
More specifically, the focus was aimed at the intricate
inte~action

between the parents of a sick child and his

or.her siblings.

The study· addressed the following

question, in particular:

Do the ways in which parents

cope with a seriously ill child make a· difference in the
way siblings view the closeness in the family and their
own self-concept?
In order to uncover the ways in which parents cope
with the

c~isis

of a life-threatening illness the question-

naire used "in this.study was specifically designed for
the children to answer.

Because the same questionnaire,

however, was given to the well child and to his parents,
as well., it offered a unique opportunity to compare and
analyze their responses.

The parents were asked to

reply as they felt their well child would answer their

6.9

perception of the well child's environment and
interaction during this period of crisis.
As the literature points out, a person is not so
much influenced by the actual or

~ntended

behavior of

so'meone else, as p.e is by his perception of that person's.
behavior.
child.

This is true for both the parents and the

The child may perceive the parents as disinterested

and rejecting of him, when in. fact, they are frightened.,
confused and often

overwh~lmed

by the crisis facing them.

Parents are just as prone to misunderstanding and
misinterpreting their children's behavior.

If a well

child suddenly be.comes rebellious and difficult to
manage his parents may perceive him as an

irisensi~ive

troublemaker, when, in his own way, he is actually
seeking reassurance and comfort.

Therefore, it was

important in this study to deal with the child's perception
of the events surrounding the life-threatening crisis
rather than with the "facts".

By asking parents to

answer as they believed their child would it was possible
to assess how "accurately" the parents interpreted
events from the child's point of view.

Assumi~g

that

successful parental coping must include understanding
the events from the child's point of view, it would be
possible to assess these coping patterns and their effect
upon the child.
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upon the child.
The most obvious point to ·be seen from even a
cursory review of the data is the striking similarity of
the responses by. bo'th parents and siblings.

·rn many

cases the number of replies for a particular question
were within one number of each other or matched exactly.
For example, in response to the sibling's desire to know
of the illness

t~irteen ~arents

answered "sometimes".

and thirteen siblings

Five siblings and five parents

felt the siblings and nine parents believed it had
remained about the· same.

This pattern held throughout

most of the survey.
The similarity of responses in this survey
indicates a high degree of ."accuracy" and understanding
on the part of the parents, an essential ingredient of
successful parental coping.

As was pointed out in the

literature review, Nagera believes children

are influenced

far more by the actions of their parents during stressful
periods than by the condition of iheir ill sibling. 1 ~
If parents understand how their children are perceiving

events during the crisis they have the basis for assisting
their children to successfully cope.
Another indicator for successful family coping in
life-threatening crises was given in the literature
review by Kaplan.

He feels the ability of the parents to
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communicate the seriousness of the illness to the family
and to establish an open, honest environment in which to
share information is essential in lessening the impact of
severe illness on families. 2

He believes the optimal

period to establish this pattern is during the early,
.acute stage of the crisis.

The data from

thi~

survey

reveals the majority or parents (thirteen) and siblings
(twelve) felt open, honest communication
the first few weeks.

b~gan

within

Thirteen siblings indicate they

wanted to be told about the serious diagnosis and
twelve parents revealed their

understandi~g

of the child's

need to know by also responding affirmatively.
indic~tion

Another

of open, honest communication in these

families, is the.~leven negative sibling responses to an
inquiry about any further questions they might have
con9erning the illness.
tw~

E~ght

parents replied

n~gatively,

indicated they thought their child might have more

questions and four left this space blank.

It appears

that for this population the majority of families have
initiated the recommended open communication within the
critical first few weeks after diagnosis.

(It must be

remembered, however, that the data is skewed toward
g·reater communication by the .fact that only families
in which the siblin~s had been ~old ~f the diagnosis were
included in the study.)
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These families have also adjusted well to.the
difficulties of a· life-threatening c:i:i:s.i:s· as evidenced
by the satisfaction of family

in regard to

~embers

frequency of discussions about the illness.

According

to Turk many families establish a "web of silence" to
prevent uncomfortable discussions concerning the illness
and its prognosis. 3 Other families may become so
preoccupied with the

illnes~

that they lose

other aspects of their lives.

~ight

of the

The families included in

this survey revealed that both parents (thirteen) and
siblings

(thirte~n)

felt they

discus~ed

the illness and

its ramificat.ions "sometime·s". . When asked how often
they wanted these discussions eight siblings and ten
parents replied they wished the frequency to reamin the
same.

There wa.s no overwhelming evidence on the part of

either the parents or the

siblin~s

to warrant changing

the existing communication patterns.
As an indication of how much change the siblings
had experienced since the diagnosis they·were asked to
in~icate

any changes in responsibility, school life,

visits with friends.in general, family time ·spent
together and· time spent alone w1th parents.
these areas the majority of

siblin~s

In all of

and parents believed

the changes, if any, ahd been minimal.

Their

w~itten

comment8 indicated that some changes were expected as
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the children matured arid were not necessarily related
to the illness.

The parents' highly "accurate" rate of

iqentifying the siblings' responses again points to the
ability of these parents to understand and empathize
with their children. ·
If it is true that these families are satisfied
with the patterns of conununication, that the parents
have made successful efforts to accept the

diff~culties

of the crisis and are coping adequately wi.th the problems
encountered by their children, tihen, according to the
literature, one would expect relatively well-adjusted
children with few of the disturbed reactions found by
Cain and his co-workers. 4 .For the families of this
survey the data supports the conclusion as evidenced by
the responses to treatment of siblings and sick children
feeling states most of the time, closeness to parents
and sick child by sibling and concerns for sibling's
own heal th..

When asked how they felt they had been

treated by their parents since the diagnosis the majority
of sib.lings (twelve) replied with positive responses ..
Although most siblings felt

thei~

sick brother or sister

had been treated in a special ·way, only two defined
this attention in a negative manner as "spoiled".
parents, however, were not as comfortable about the
situation.

The ·majority· of parents (nine) felt the

The
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siblings believed the sick child had received a dispro-

portionate share of attention.

Some ·parents worried that

the siblings would feel that too much had been expected
of .them·throughout the crises.

Despite the parents'

doubts the children reflected a sense of well-being with
little of the jealousy or rivalry described in. the
literature.
Another indication of successful

a~aptation

to the

life-threatening crisis by the siblings is their response
to the question about their feeling state most of the
time.

Ten siblings considered themselves basically

unhappy.

Nine parents felt their child would indicate

he or she

w~s

happy most of the

t~me,

two did not respond

and two felt their child was unhappy most of the time.
If happiness and satisfaction are accepted as indicators
of successful coping.with a stressful situation then these
children and their parents have ·developed adaptive
coping skills.
The closeness of the family as perceived by the
siblings

·~1so

supports the conclusion that these

are coping in positive w.ays with the
crisis.

paren~s

life-threateni~g

The majority of siblings felt that the closeness

to their parents had remained the same (eleven) or was
greater tnan before the diagnosis (two).
did not feel as close.

Only one child

The majority of parents (ten)
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also saw the closeness in positive terms and only three
felt the children would respond "not as close as before".
This

~ame

sense of

closenes~

existed between the sibling

and his sick brother or sister.
the

closen~ss

Twelve siblings felt

was the same or greater since the diagnosis.

Thirteen parents· felt the children would feel the same
or closer.

At this ·point we can ~nly speculate about how

close."the same as before" really is.

However, it can

be said that the illness and the ways in which the parents.
have coped have not had

an.

overall negative effect on the

·family closeness for the majority of siblings.
One final indication of the lack of disturbed
reactions can be found in the siblings' response to a
concern for their own health. ·According to Cain, children
often become obsessed with fears of "catching something"
or they develop hospital and doctor phobiaz after observing
the necessary medi~al treatment of their sick brother
5
or sister.
Twelve of the siblings indicated they
were either "never" concerned (two) or were concerned
onl:v, '"sometimes" · (ten) •
concerned "all the time".

Two siblings replied they were
The majority of parents

(thirteen) believed their children would respond that
they were concerned "sometimes" and one pa;rent did not
answer the question.
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In summary, it can be said .. the data reveals a
group of families,·the majority of which have successfully
adapted to a life-threatening crisis.

Evidence exists

which supports the theory of early, open· communication
as a major means of lessening the impact of serious
childhood illness on siblings and ·family alike.

These

families have met the criteria established by Kaplan
(p. 6} for successful coping.responses and the· majority
of siblings exhibit healthy, well-adjusted attitudes
in response to the illness.
The highly successful coping rate these families
exhibited was unexpected when this study began.
it was not a

pa~t

Although

of ·the study design to uncover why·

the families have managed so well, several factors may
have played a part.

While ;interviewing the families

they often mentioned the co-operative, interested
assistance they received ·from the ~taff at the Oncology/
Hemotology Clinic.

The majority of parents .felt' their

questions had been answered thoroughly and that the staff
was aware of the impact the diagnosis had upon the
entire family.

Dr. Neerhout, as director of the clinic,·

must be given credit for establishing an atmosphere in
which the :eamilies felt comfortable and could gain the
medical information ne-cessary as a basis for successful
family adaptation to a life-threatening crisis.
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Some of the families also mentioned talking with
a Child Life Therapist assigned· to the Pediatrics
Department.

It is unsure how many:·families were

couns~led by these therapists and the anount of

counseling they received.

To some. extent, however, these
'l
·therapists may.have been a positive influence upon the
families seen in the

clinic~

· A final factor in the high level of coping found
in most of the families may have been their participation
in a

parents'gro~p

called Candlelighters.

This group

was originally organized as a support groqp for parents
of children with cancer, but the parents of children
with other life-threatening illnessess have occasionally
been involved.

Although some of the parents were founders

·of this group and are still quite active, it is not
certain how much all of the families have participated.
The support and the information shared by the families
through the Candlelighters, however, must have added to
the confidence and the ability to cope found in 'these
families.
In closing, it is. recommended that families.of
recently diagnos~d ch~ldren ~e screened as ~oon as possible
for conununication difficulties.

Within the first week or

two following diagnosis families establish patterns of
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communication about the illness which are crucial to

a.dapti ve coping and stress outcome.

In this early,

acute stage of the crisis professional intervention,
if necessary, can prevent Turk's crippli~g ~web of
silence" or the equally detrimental all-consuming
interest in the illness.

I .
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SPECIJ\_L CONSENT TO STUDY THE EF·FECTS OF A
CHILD'S SERIOUS ILLNESS UPON HIS/HER SIBLINGS
I

hereby authorize Kathleen B~les, Masters Degree Candidate

in Social Work at Portland State pniversity, to administer
a questionnaire to my·
name

relationship
I understand

on

th~

purpose of this questionnaire

aate
is to gather and evaluate data concerning the effects of a
child's serious illness on his/her siblings.

I also understand

this research project is being conducted to. partially fulfill
Portland State University's requirements for a Masters Degree
in Social Work and that. the data complied from this study
will be presented as a research practicum to the School of
Social Work,

Portlan~.

State

Universi~y.

I understand this

study will be conducted.under the direction of Jack Hegrenes,
Ph.D., Associate Professor, Crippled Children's Division,
Development and

R~habili tat ion

Ch~ld

Center, t;rniversi.ty of Oregon,

Health Sciences Center, .Adjunct Professor, School of Social
Work, Portland State University and in conjunction with Robert
Neerhout·, M.D., Chairman of Department of Pediatrics, University
of Oregon, Health

Sci~nces

Center~

I understand this project rn~y result in information which
is· beneficial to professionals
sick child and his

fami~y.

offe~ing

care to the seriously

It may·also provide useful information

for parents in the areas of child management and coping with
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serious illness in the family, therefore, the data gathered
in this study may be published at a later date or otherwise
disseminated.
I

understand throughout this project my identity and that

of my child will remain confidential.

At.no time will our

names appear either on the questionnaire itself or in the
subsequent compilation and dissemination of information
gathered through this.study.
.

.

r·understand the administration of this questionnaire
will require no more than one hour of my childts time and
will be conducted at my convenience_
withdraw my permission

fo~·my

At any time I may

child's participation in this

project without jeopardizing the medical care of my sick
child.
I

understand through the administration of this

question~aire

my child will not receive. additional information concerning
the condition of his sick brother

or

sister.

I

certify that· I

have read the questionnaire and understand its purpose and ·
in tent,

I

also understand. I

am free at any time to ask questions

concerning this project an.d its effect upon my child.

Signed
Relationship
Date·

a:p?a

a:+t?G
d1qsuo1:+E1ati

l8

ffiIIVNNOIJ.S:!IilO

£C-XION:!IddV
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QUESTIONNAIRE
1)

Age

2).

Sex

3).

Number of brothers

and ages

4)

Number of sisters

and ages

·S)·

6)

Age of brother or sister who is sick
How long have you known about your brother or sister's
illness?

Circle one answer.

A •. six months or less

c.
7)

B. One- year

D.

three years or more

Don~t know

·Who first told you of your brother or sister's illness?
Circle one answer~

A. Mother

B. Father

c.

o.· Ill brother or sister

Both mother and father
E. Other family member

F. Doctor or ·other he~lth professional

8)

How soon after you~ brother or sister got sick were.
you told? Circle one answer,

A .. Ir.unediately

B. A few weeks

c .. a

year or more

D. Don't know

9)

Did you think your brother or sister was seriously ill
·before you were told?
A. Yes

10)

B. No.

Did you want to be told about your brother or sister's
illness? Ci~cle one.
A. Yes

B. No
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Questionnaire
11)

Do you talk to your !amily now qbout
sister's illness? Circle one.

A. Never
12)

B. Sometimes

B. Sometimes

c.

B. Less than I do now.

Have you at any time talked to a doctor or other health
professional about your brother or sister?
B. No

If so, was this talk helpful?

A. Yes
16)

c._Frequently

About the same

A. Yes
15)

Frequently

How much do you want to taik about your sick brother
or sister? Circle·one answer.
A. More than I do now..

14)

brother or

Do you talk to your sick brother or sister about his or
her illness? Circle one.
A. Never

13)

c.

yo~r

c.

B. No

Not applicable

Do you have questions ~bout your brother or sister which
no one has answered for you?
·
'P..

Yes

·B. No

Briefly explain

17)

Have your responsibilities changed since your brother
or sister became ill?

A. More responsibility than before
than before
Brief.ly explain

c.

About the same

B. Less responsibility
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Questionnaire
18)

Has your life at school changed since your brother or
sister became ill? Circle one.

A. None

C. a·lot

B .. a little

D. completely

Briefly explain

19)

How often do you see your friends since.your brother or
sister got sic~? Circle one.
A. More than before

c.

B~

Less than before

About the same as before

Briefly exolairi

20)

Do you.help care for your brother or sister when he or
she is sick?
A .. Yes

2l)

Do y9u want to h~lp care for your brother or sister
·when he or she is sick?

·A. Yes·
22)

B. No

B. No

Since your brother or sister got sick how do you think
you are· treat_ed?
Briefly explain

23)

Since your brother got sick how has she or he been
treated?
Briefly explain
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Questionnaire
241

How much time does your family spend together since
your brother or sister got sick?
A.. More time than· before

c.

B. less time than before

About the same as before.

Briefly explain

25}

How much time do your parents spend with you alone since
your brother or sister got sick?

A. More time than before

c.

B. Less time than before

about the same as before

Briefly explain

26)

27)

How much time do you and your family have for recreation
since your brother or sister got sick?
A.

r~ore

c.

About ·the same as before

time than before

How do you feel most of the time?
A. Happy

28)

B. Less time than before

B. Sad

c.

Angry

D. Guilty

How do you .think your brother or sister feels most of
the time?

A. HaP?Y

B. Sad

c.

Angry

D. Guilty

29} .How do you think your parents feel most of the .time?
A. Happy·

B. Saa·

c.

Angry

D, Guilty
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30)

How do you feel about your sick brother or
of the time?
A. Closer than before

c.

s~ster

most

B. Not as close as before

About the same as before

Briefly explain

31)

How do you feel about your parents most of the time?
A. Closer than before

B. Not as close as before

C. About the same as before
Briefly explain

32)

Do you think about your own health since your brother
or sister got sick?
A. Never

B. Sometimes

c.

All the time

Briefly explain

33)

Do you sometimes wish you could take your sick brother
or sister's place?
·
A. Never

B. Sometimes

Briefly exolain

c.

All the time

